
Barrier Gate Control Board Manual

1. Control board Program
 
A.Technical :
Power supply: AC 220V/50HZ
Stand current: ＜10mA (AC 220V)
Remote control memory:30remote control can be added at most

B. Terminal and buttons instruction

*1 Potentiometer for adjusting auto close time，0-120S auto close time adjustable. 
*2 Potentiometer for adjusting motor protect time, 0-60S time adjustable. 
*3 Terminal for limit switch , connect wire with your limit switch 
*4 Calibration button
*5 Stop button 
*6 Up button 
*7. Down button 
*8 & 9 Terminal for 220V/110V Power supply 



*10,11&12 Terminal fo Motor cable connection
*13 & 14 Terminal for capacitor 
*15,16,&17 Terminal for alarm light 

(The “green” terminal connect the light which works when the boom is opened, the “red” terminal 
connect the light which works when the boom is closed.)

*18&19 Terminal for flashing light 
*20&21, 12V power terminal for external device
*22,23&24,Terminal for external open device , such receiver , push button, card reader, etc
*25 GND terminal
*26 Terminal for Photocell 
*27 Terminal for Loop detector 
*28 Learn code button

C. Remote control programmed
Press “Code Learning” button for 1 second, the code-learning indicator goes off, then press any button of 
the transmitters which you are going to program till the code-learning indicator starts flashing. Now the 
transmitter has been programmed to the control board. Other transmitters can be programmed as same as
this way. It can program up to 30 transmitters.

Remote control’ code removing
Press and hold code-learning button, the code-learning indicator goes off, after 5 seconds the indicator 
starts flashing 4 times, now all the programmed transmitters removed.

C.Control board function setting 

NOTE: Only to handle the angle calibration first, then the barrier can normal limit:
(HAVE TO set 0 degree close limit then set 90 degree open limit)

 How to do the Limit switch setting：

                                           
                                                                       NO

                                                        

Press “④” button about 5seconds until blue led indicator light on, 

Press “DOWN” button to enter boom close limit setting

Press “UP” OR “DOWN” button to fine adjustment to make the boom
can be complete close position ( 0 degree)

To check if boom in complete 0 degree close position

Power on



                                 YES

                                  

                                                                             NO

YES

NOTE: if under angle calibration mode, without action within 5s, then the board will auto exit 
angle calibration mode.

D. Safety Device(Optional)
E1. Photocell
When the gate is close, if any objects or persons sensed in the sensing range of photocell, the gates will 
open immediately. After complete open 2s, barrier will automatic close. If barrier open fully and photocell 
signal still exist, barrier will automatic lose after photocell signal disappear 2s.

Presss STOP button to exit the limit setting mode

Press “④” button one time to save the open limit setting

To check if boom in complete 90 degree open
position

Press “UP” OR “DOWN” button to fine adjustment to make the
boom can be complete open position ( 90 degree)

Press “④” button one time to save the close limit setting

Press “UP” button to enter boom open limit setting

FINIISH



E2. Loop detector

When barrier close, meet loop detector signal, barrier will reopen at once, after barrier stop open, if system
with automatic close set, then barrier will according automatic close time to auto close.

5. Trouble Shooting  

Problem Possible causes Repair method



Motor works but 

boom do not work

1.Check the motor wiring connection is

correct or not

2.Check each limit connection is correct

or not

3.Check the capacitor connect up or 

not.

1.Check the motor wiring is strong and 

reliable

2.Check the limit switch if connect or not

2. Connect two capacitor wiring with 

motor wiring for up and down.

Boom vibrates too 

much during 

falling.

1.Spring is out of balance

2.Boom screws is loose.

3.Barrier house do not been fixed well.

1. Please replace spring according spring 

list and adjust spring in a best level.

2. Fasten screws in the boom.

3.Fasten fang bolt for fixing barrier house

Boom stops in the 

middle during 

falling.

1.Limit not well adjusted

2.Spring is out of force

1.Check the wiring of limit switch 

then connect in a right place and 

adjust limit switch

2. Replace spring or adjust spring 

force.

Safety devices no 

function Loop detector and photocell broken or 

no connection in a right place

Replace loop detector and photocell, 

Then connect the wiring carefully 

according wiring diagram

Boom is not in 

vertical or 

horizontal level 

when up and down

The limit well adjusted

Make the boom in vertical or horizontal 

level, then put the limit of barrier in the 

middle of the photoelectric limit switch 

since light is on during detection. Boom is

going down in place when Red light is on,

and going up in place when green light is

on.


